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Abstract: - Microphone arrays are the basic audio sensors delivering the appropriate information from 
which is possible to determine the direction of sound source arrival. There are a lot of methods and 
algorithms proposed for effective microphone array information processing like time delay estimation, 
cross correlation, beamforming, etc. All of these methods need the extensive calculations difficult to 
realize in real time for practical applications in area of mobile robot speakers tracking, noise 
cancellation, video conferencing, etc.  Some implementations with digital signal processors (DSP), 
field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) and other high speed circuits are proposed to decrease time of 
microphone array information processing. The goal in this article is to apply popular in computers 
GPU (Graphic Processing Units) and their appropriate programming platform CUDA (Computer 
Unified Device Architecture) for the purposes of real time microphone array information processing. 
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1 Introduction 
Microphone arrays are very popular devices suitable 
to receive sound waves arriving from different 
directions [1]. They transform all of the received 
sound waves in appropriates output audio signals 
containing information necessary to calculate and 
determine the direction of arrival of the sound 
waves from the sound sources to the position of the 
microphone array. There are appropriate methods of 
processing these output microphone array signals 
extracting the information as angle for direction of 
sound arrival from sound source. The main 
drawback of all of these methods is the 
computational complexity leading to impossibility 
or difficulty of real time realization in practical 
cases like mobile robot motion control with voice 
commands [2], speaker’s identification or 
recognition [3], video conferencing [4], noise 
cancelation [5], etc. To resolve this problem are 
proposed some solutions with digital signal 
processors (DSP) [6], field programmable gate 
arrays (FPGA) [7] or other usually specially 
designed devices. Most of them achieved real time 
processing of incoming from microphone array 
audio signals to determine direction of sound source 
of arrival, but at the cost of the complex and not 
always convenient for practical implementations. 

The development of power graphical processing 
units (GPU) [8] with corresponding facility of 
parallel programming platform CUDA (Computer 
Unified Device Architecture) [9], primarily 
dedicated to speed games and multimedia 
applications on desktops and laptops [10], [11] is 
the one of the main argument of the goal in this 
article to propose their use in the implementation of 
real time processing of audio signals from the 
microphone arrays.  
 
2 The Basic Principles of Microphone 
Array Information Processing to 
Define the Calculation Problems 
 
2.1 General Structure of Microphone 
Arrays  
The structures of microphone arrays are different 
according both the number of microphones and their 
linear, planar or spatial positions and placements. In 
this article for definiteness is presented on Fig. 1 a 
general structure of microphone array. It is seen 
from Fig. 1 that the direction of sound waves 
arriving to the microphones NN MMMM ,......., 121 −  
isθ , if it is assumed that the sound source generate 
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a plane sound wave and the distance between 
microphones is equal to d .  

    

Sound Waves from Sound Sources

M1 M2 MN-1 MNd

Block or Algorithm for Sound Signal 
Processing

Spatial Sound Source Localization
or

Direction of Sound Arrival (DOA)

θ

 
Fig.1. General structure of microphone array.  

Therefore, the processing of all audio signals from 
microphones NN MMMM ,......., 121 − is presented 
on Fig. 1 as “Block or Algorithm for Sound Signal 
Processing”. The result from this processing is 
presented on Fig. 1 as input in the block named 
“Spatial Source Localization or Direction of Sound 
Arrival (DOA)” and must be consider as calculated 
direction of sound arrivalθ . There are different 
approaches to realize calculation of direction of 
sound arrivalθ : time delay estimation [12], cross 
correlation [13], convolution [14], beamforming 
[15], etc. In this article for definiteness is chosen to 
use a concrete binaural microphone array model 
[16] to demonstrate GPU unit and CUDA platform 
ability for real time microphone array information 
processing for determination direction of sound 
arrivalθ . 
 
2.2 Binaural Model of Microphone Array 
Using GPU Unit and CUDA Platform in 
Calculation of Direction of Sound Arrival  
On Fig. 2 is shown the model of binaural 
microphone array proposed to use calculation of 
sound of arrival by means of GPU Unit and CUDA 
platform using right M1 and the left M2 
microphones with the appropriate cones added to 
them [17]. The right M1 and the left M2 
microphones received coming from sound source 
Sound Waves and transforming them in 
corresponding Audio Signals. The next block 
proposed to use the hardware (GPU) unit and 
software (CUDA) platform for calculation of sound 
arrival as the angle θ  (the output of this block). The 
last block on Fig. 2 shows the possible ideas to use 

the calculated angle θ  as necessary and useful 
information in most popular applications (for 
example: mobile robot motion control with voice 
commands, noise cancelation, videoconferencing, 
etc.) using direction of sound source arrival. 

 
Fig.2. Binaural microphone array model in which is 
proposed to use calculation of sound of arrival by 
means of GPU Unit and CUDA platform.  

The proposed on Fig. 2 calculation of sound arrival 
as the angle θ , applying as hardware (GPU) unit 
and as software (CUDA) platform, can be realized 
using different methods and algorithms. To test and 
demonstrate the ability of GPU unit and CUDA 
platform to real time microphone array information 
processing and for definiteness in the binaural 
microphone array model (Fig.2) is chosen to use a 
concrete computational algorithms (briefly 
presented in next section) in which the most time 
consuming operations in determination direction of 
sound arrivalθ  are prepared using GPU unit and 
CUDA platform. 
 
3 Algorithm for direction of arrival 
calculation using GPU unit and CUDA 
platform  
The proposed algorithm for direction of arrival 
calculation using GPU unit and CUDA platform is 
shown on Fig. 3. Each two current frames of audio 
signals frs1 and frs2 from the right M1 and the left 
M2 microphones are input in GPU unit memory 
(Fig. 3), where in the next block they are processed 
applying the basic operations like cross correlation 
[13], convolution [14] or other chosen operations to 
extract the necessary information for determination 
direction of sound arrivalθ . The results from these 
operations are used in the next block (Fig. 3) to 
determine time difference fr

2,1τ  between the audio 
signals from two current frames of received by the 
right M1 and the left M2 microphones. Based on 
determined time difference fr

2,1τ  is calculated the 
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desired angle frθ of sound source arrival, which can 
be output from GPU memory to be used in other 
applications like mobile robot motion control with 
voice commands from a speaking person, speaker’s 
identification or recognition, video conferencing, 
noise cancelation, etc. 

 
Fig.3. The proposed algorithm for direction of 
arrival calculation using GPU unit and CUDA 
platform.  

The steps of proposed algorithm allow to determine 
the total calculation time fr

daT  of sound source 
arrival as follow: 
       fr

res
frfr

diff
fr

proc
fr

in
fr

da TTTTTT ++++= θ ,           (1) 
where 

frfr
diff

fr
proc

fr
in TTTT θ,,, and fr

resT are respectively: the time 

for input current frames of audio signals frs1 and 

frs2 ; the time for processing cross correlation, 
convolution or other chosen operations in GPU unit 
memory; the time difference fr

2,1τ  determination; 

time for calculation of angle frθ and the time for 
output the calculated value of angle frθ of sound 
source arrival. In equation (1) most of the values      
( fr

res
frfr

diff
fr

in TTTT ,,, θ ) are small and can be ignored. 

Therefore, the total calculation time fr
daT  of sound 

source arrival greatly depend from time of 
processing fr

procT : 

           fr
res

frfr
diff

fr
in

fr
proc TTTTT ++++>> θ              (2) 

                    fr
proc

fr
da TT ≈                                    (3) 

Equations (2) and (3) shown the importance of the 
execution time of processing fr

procT . Therefore it is 
proposed to calculate and use only this time of 
processing fr

procT as estimation of the whole execution 

time fr
daT , when applying different methods like 

cross correlation, convolution or other chosen 
operations, in the algorithm on Fig.3 for 
determination direction of sound arrivalθ . For 
example, if it is chosen to use method of cross 
correlation )(ks fr

corr between audio signals frs1  and 
frs2 of two current frames of received by the right 

M1 and the left M2 microphones for determination 
direction of sound arrivalθ , then the following 
equation describe cross correlation in time domain: 

             )1()()( 21 +−=∑ jksjsks fr

j

frfr
corr ,        (4) 

where 
1,.......2,1 ++= nmk ; 

),min(),......,1,1max( mknkj −+= ; 
m  and n are the number of samples of audio 
signals frs1  and frs2 , respectively (usually nm = ). 
For nm =  equation (4) can be modified using the 
following iterative procedure: 

)1()1()1( 21
frfrfr

corr sss =  

)1()2()2()1()2( 2121
frfrfrfrfr

corr sssss +=  

)..1()3()2()2()3()1()3( 212121
frfrfrfrfrfrfr

corr sssssss ++=
 

...)1()2()()1()( 2121 +−+= nssnssns frfrfrfrfr
corr  

       ).......1()(......... 21
frfr sns  

)()()12( 21 nsnsns frfrfr
corr =−                        (5) 
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From equations (4) and (5) follow the computation 
complexity, described as the number of operations 

fr
TO  for calculating in time domain the cross 

correlation )(ks fr
corr  between two current frames of 

audio signals frs1 and frs2 from the right M1 and the 
left M2 microphones: 

2nO fr
T =    (For the case nm = )                           (6) 

The other way of calculate cross correlation 
between audio signals frs1 and frs2 in two current 
frames of received by the right M1 and the left M2 
microphones is to calculate cross correlation in 
frequency domain. This possibility is based on the 
assumption to express the cross correlation in 
frequency domain of two sequences audio signals 

frs1  and frs2 as the multiplication of their Fourier 
transforms. Therefore, this is shown in Fig. 4 for the 
case of calculating cross correlation between the 
audio signals frs1 and frs2 with GPU unit and CUDA 
platform in frequency domain. The computational 
complexity for calculating cross correlation between 
the audio signals frs1 and frs2 with GPU unit and 
CUDA platform in frequency domain is the 
following: 
     )log(nnO fr

F =        (For the case nm = )     (7) 
The comparison of equations (6) and (7) lead the 
conclusion of smaller computational complexity 
calculating of cross correlation between audio 
signals frs1 and frs2 with GPU unit and CUDA 
platform in frequency domain. Therefore, it is 
chosen to use calculation of cross correlation in 
frequency domain for the purpose of real time 
microphone array information processing with GPU 
unit and CUDA programming platform. In the same 
way is possible to define the appropriate equations 
(not shown in this article for briefness) for number 
of operations for calculation time of 
processing fr

procT not only for the case of cross 
correlation, but also for the cases applying 
convolution or other chosen operations, in the 
algorithm on Fig.3 for determination direction of 
sound arrivalθ . The practical determinations of 
time of processing fr

procT , executing different 
methods like cross correlation, convolution or other 
chosen operations, in the algorithm on Fig.3 for 
determination direction of sound arrivalθ , are 
caried out in the next part of this article. The 
achieved experimental result for the tested different 
methods in determination direction of sound 
arrivalθ  are analysed and compared to confirm the 

ability of GPU unit and CUDA platform for real 
time microphone array information processing for 
determination direction of sound arrivalθ . 
 

 
 
Fig.4. The case of calculating cross correlation 
between the audio signals frs1 and frs2 with GPU unit 
and CUDA platform in frequency domain.  
 
4 Experimental Results 
In the experiments are used the proposed on Fig. 2 
binaural microphone array model in which the 
calculation of sound of arrival is made by means of 
GPU Unit and CUDA platform. As microphone 
array is used MEMS microphone evaluation board 
STEVAL-MKI126V2 based on STA321MPL and 
MP34DB01 [18]. The experiments to test the ability 
of different models of GPU units of real time audio 
signals processing from the microphone arrays are 
carried out with two popular for desktops and 
laptops GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX560 [19] and 
NVIDIA GeForce GTX920M [20], respectively. 
The experiments are carried out in the following 
way according to the algorithm steps on Fig. 3: 
- continuous (audio steaming) input in computer the 
audio signals, received from the right M1 and the 
left M2 microphones of binaural microphone array 
(parts of these audio signals are shown as time 
diagrams on Fig. 5); 
- arrangement to input also continuous (real time) in 
GPU memory each two current frames frs1 and 

frs2 from received audio signals, corresponding to 
the right M1 and the left M2 microphones; 
- calculating the time 1sfT  and 1sfT of current frames 

frs1 and frs2 using the following equation: 

111 * sfsfsf fNT =     (7) 

222 * sfsfsf fNT = ,    (8) 
where  

1sfT and 2sfT are respectively the times 1sfT  and 

1sfT of current frames frs1 and frs2 ; 

1sfN  and 2sfN - respectively the number of samples 

in current frames frs1 and frs2 ; 

1sff  and 2sff - respectively the frequency of 

samples for the current frames frs1 and frs2 ; 
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it is assuming that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 

sfsfsf TTT == 21 , sfsfsf NNN == 21 and 

sfsfsf fff == 21      (9) 
 

 
Fig.5. Time diagrams of audio signals as two parts, 
received continuously as auduo streams from the 
right M1 and the left M2 microphones of binaural 
microphone array. 

- using CUDA Toolkit [9] to execute the operations 
of algorithm shown in Fig. 4 for the cases of 
calculating cross correlation )(ks fr

corr   or 

convolution )(ks fr
conv  with GPU unit and CUDA 

platform in frequency domain; 
- calculating angle frθ  of sound source arrival 
using previous determined cross correlation )(ks fr

corr  

or convolution )(ks fr
conv ; 

- calculating execution time GPU
corrT or GPU

convT  (equal 

of processing time fr
procT in equation 3) for cross 

correlation )(ks fr
corr  or convolution )(ks fr

conv applying 
GPU unit and CUDA Toolkit; 
- repeat all of above mentioned steps until the end of 
audio signals frs1 and frs2 . 
The same steps listed above are carried out also in a 
Matlab program [21] and Simulink [22]. For this 
case also is calculating the execution time Matlab

corrT  or 
Matlab

convT  (equal of processing time fr
procT in equation 3) 

of cross correlation )(ks fr
corr  or 

convolution )(ks fr
conv between each two frames of the 

audio signals frs1 and frs2 , but applying Matlab. The 
execution times GPU

corrT , GPU
convT and Matlab

corrT , Matlab
convT  

achieved both applying GPU with CUDA Toolkit 
and Matlab program are presented in Table 1. 

 
Table1. Comparison of execution times GPU

corrT , 
GPU

convT  and Matlab
corrT , Matlab

convT  achieved both applying 
GPU with CUDA Toolkit and Matlab program 
 

Calculating 
angle frθ  of 
sound source 
arrival using: 

Time fr
procT in seconds 

for different methods 
of execution: 

Cross 
correlation 

Convolution 

NVIDIA 
GPU 

GeForce 
GTX560 

with CUDA 

GPU
corrT  

0.0167 

GPU
convT  

0.0123 

NVIDIA 
GPU 

GeForce 
GTX920M 
with CUDA 

GPU
corrT  

0.0092 

GPU
convT  

0.0106 

Program in 
MATLAB 

Matlab
corrT  

0.239 

Matlab
convT  

0.205 
 
5 Conclusion 
Comparing the values of different execution 
times GPU

corrT , GPU
convT and Matlab

corrT , Matlab
convT  in Table 1 

achieved applying GPU with CUDA Toolkit and 
Matlab program lead to the following results: 
- execution times Matlab

corrT , Matlab
convT  using Matlab 

program are significantly greater than the execution 
times GPU

corrT , GPU
convT  achieved applying GPU with 

CUDA Toolkit; 
- execution times GPU

corrT , GPU
convT using NVIDIA 

GeForce GTX560 [19] are a little greater than the 
execution times GPU

corrT , GPU
convT  applying NVIDIA 

GeForce GTX920M [20]; 
- execution times GPU

corrT , GPU
convT using NVIDIA 

GeForce GTX560 [19] and NVIDIA GeForce 
GTX920M [20] satisfy the condition of real time 
microphone array information processing because 
they are smaller in comparison of sfsfsf TTT == 21 ; 

GPU
corrT  and <<GPU

convT sfsfsf TTT == 21 ,                (10) 

For example if 25621 === sfsfsf NNN samples in 

the current frames frs1 and frs2  and the sample 
frequency of audio signals in the current frames 

frs1 and frs2 is Hzfff sfsfsf 800021 === , therefore: 

sTTT sfsfsf 032.021 === , which is greater than the 

values of  GPU
corrT  and GPU

convT presented in Table1,                
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when using NVIDIA GeForce GTX560 [19] and 
NVIDIA GeForce GTX920M [20] in calculation of 
angle frθ  of sound source arrival. 
This verify the ability of NVIDIA GeForce GTX560 
or GTX920M GPU (Graphic Processing Units) with 
their appropriate programming platform CUDA 
(Computer Unified Device Architecture) for real 
time microphone array information processing and 
calculating the angle frθ  of sound source arrival, 
which is the goal of this article. 
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